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A publication of Clinton County Regional Educational
Service Agency published three times yearly.
The newsletter is a vehicle to communicate to our
educational partners the current information and activities
as they relate to the support of our Mission Statement.
CCRESA constituents include: Bath, DeWitt, Fowler, OvidElsie, Pewamo-Westphalia, St. Johns, charter and
non-public schools.
For more information, contact:
Julie Banfield, Consultant for Special Projects
13109 Schavey Rd., Suite 4, DeWitt. MI 48820
ph.517.668.0185 fx.517.668.0446
email: banfield_j@ccresa.org
website: www.ccresa.org
CCRESA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Auxiliary aids
and services are available upon request to individuals with
disabilities.

CCRESA Vision

It is the vision of CCRESA to create an
environment where everyone is continually learning.
In pursuit of this vision, CCRESA will:
• Deliver high quality educational
programming and support
• Lead the pursuit of educational
opportunities for learners of all ages
• Model and encourage lifelong learning
• Continually challenge the status quo

Mission Statement
It is the mission of CCRESA to lead and support learning.
In pursuit of this mission, CCRESA will:
• Prepare learners to be successful in a
competitive, global economy
• Continually enhance student achievement
• Employ a competent, enthusiastic staff
that provides exemplary customer service
• Collaborate with schools and other agencies
• Continually assess the effectiveness and
efficiency of CCRESA programs and services
It is the policy of the Clinton County Regional Educational
Service Agency (CCRESA) that no discriminatory practices
based on gender, race, religion, color, age, national origin,
disability, height, weight, marital status, sexual orientation,
political affiliations and beliefs, or any other status covered
by federal, state or local law be allowed in providing
instructional opportunities, programs, services, job
placement assistance, employment or in policies governing
student conduct and attendance. Any person suspecting
a discriminatory practice should contact the Director of
Special Education, 1013 South US-27, St. Johns, MI 48879, or
call 989.224.6831.
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Wayne Petroelje

If you have ever coached a sport, you
know that you spend time updating and
reviewing the play book at the beginning
of the season. If you are an educator have
you considered what your education game
plan is for the year? What professional
development will you access to really
help you work with your students to meet
curricula goals? What is your plan for
helping students with behavioral issues?
How will you communicate with parents?
How will you collaborate with your coworkers to help students reach your building
outcomes? You may investigate Multi-Tiered
Systems of Support. In other words, have
you updated your play book for the year?

This school year as the “coach” at Clinton County Regional Educational
Service Agency (CCRESA) I am encouraging setting and carrying out
goals that focus on our own CCRESA Mission noted below:
It is the mission of CCRESA to lead and support learning.
In pursuit of this mission, CCRESA will…
•
Prepare learners to be successful in a competitive, global economy
•
Continually enhance student achievement
•
Employ a competent, enthusiastic staff that provides exemplary
customer service
•
Collaborate with schools and other agencies
•
Continually assess the effectiveness and efficiency of CCRESA
programs and services
CCRESA staff members began this year by responding to why the
CCRESA Mission statement is important and prepared an “elevator
speech” (short one or two minute description) stating how their role fit
into the CCRESA Mission. Since I have started reading the responses,
it is evident that we have a group of dedicated professionals who take
pride in their responsibilities. We are so much stronger as a team as
opposed to single individuals, by utilizing all of our strengths. Thus our
school year theme is Individual Commitment to our Group Effort - to
Reach Educational Excellence. In this spirit I am reminded of the quote by
Andrew Carnegie on page 3.

SUPERINTENDENT’S CORNER CONTINUED
“The ability to direct individual accomplishments toward
organizational objectives, it is the fuel that allows
common people to attain uncommon results.” ~ Andrew
Carnegie
We encourage you to use this Fall 2013 Edition of Visions
to help you think about opportunities that are available
to you to improve your game plan this year. We hope
you will be challenged as individuals and districts to
achieve educational success through implementing your

educational play book. As Babe Ruth says:
“The way the team plays as a whole determines its
success. You may have the greatest bunch of individual
stars in the world, but if they don’t play together, the
club won’t be worth a dime.” ~ Babe Ruth
At CCRESA we are here to help you reach your goals. Count
on us to be an integral part of your team and have a great
year and a winning season!

CCRESA NEW PLAYER ROSTER

Great Start Readiness Financial Manager
Lori Schomisch, Financial Manager, Great Start Readiness Grant
Lori joins CCRESA on a part-time basis as Financial Manager of the Great Start Readiness Grant. She
has previously been employed at CCRESA providing financial expertise for many grants including Great
Parents/Great Start and the Great Start Collaboration Grants. She was formerly a financial administrator
at the Michigan Department of Education and currently is employed as Federal Finance Manager of
the Office of Financial Services, Michigan Strategic Fund. Lori holds a Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration and a Master of Science in Administration.

New Instructors Join Career Connections
Richard Greenleaf, Auto Service Instructor
Richard retired from General Motors in 2005 where he was a skilled trades tool and cutter grinder, then
trained as a pipefitter, worked in advanced engineering for high speed machining and then his final
assignment was with facility engineering. He has been employed by Lansing Community College as an
instructor for 14 years, having taught both in the machine shop as well as the Automotive Technology
Department. Richard has a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Programing from Siena Heights University
and also has five other Associate’s Degrees. Richard enjoys RV’ing and kayaking with his wife, along
with motorcycling and snowmobiling. He has two sons, the oldest is in Japan teaching and the other
is in Southfield working for a software company. Richard’s wife has three boys all married and four
grandchildren that are part of his family.
Dale Brown, Auto Service Paraprofessional
Dale Brown is returning to the Auto Service program’s paraprofessional position. Dale is a General
Motors retiree from the Engineering Garage. Dale worked as a paraprofessional in the auto shop from
2002-2006. He served in the U.S.A.F. from 1967-1970 and is a Vietnam Veteran. Dale has four children
and six grandchildren. He was widowed in 2008 after 36 years of marriage. Dale says he is looking
forward to working with the Auto Service students and hopes to learn as well as teach, and encourage
them for the future. Dale’s hobbies are cars, motorcycles, sports, and military history.
NEW INSTRUCTORS CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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CCRESA NEW PLAYER ROSTER CONTINUED
NEW INSTRUCTORS, FROM PAGE 3
Michael Wiltse, Criminal Justice Instructor
Michael is married with two athletic sons aged 15 and 12. He was most recently the Director of Public
Safety and Training at Delta College (eight years) and taught high school Criminal Justice for five years
before that in Bay City. Michael was a Bay City police officer for ten years prior to teaching. He is a
sports nut and now coaches his son’s baseball and football teams. He won a junior college national
championship in softball coaching for Delta in 1999. Michael and his wife just purchased a cottage on a
lake in Gladwin this past summer.

Heather Borden, Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Instructor
Heather Borden is the new Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources instructor. She is a graduate of
Michigan State University holding a Bachelor of Science in Crop and Soil Sciences, and a Master of
Science in Horticulture. Heather also earned a secondary teaching certificate as well as vocational
endorsements in Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources from Michigan State. Prior to teaching,
Heather worked in the retail sector of the Agriculture Industry in Sales and Marketing. In 2011, Heather
signed on as an AmeriCorps member and spent a full year teaching high risk youth about gardening and
self-reliance. Heather has her own small hobby farm, enjoys growing fruits and vegetables and learning
about new ways to produce more food using less resources. She is a student of the “lost arts” of food
preservation, foraging and homesteading. She also enjoys traveling and spending time outdoors playing soccer, camping,
canoeing and swimming. Heather says she is excited to be working with Clinton County youth interested in pursuing a
career in Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources (AFNR)! She has plans to connect her students with the many AFNR
professionals in the county, and invites anyone who is interested in sharing their experience/expertise to email her at
hborden@ccresa.org!

Technology Department New Hires
Jesse Osga-Groves - Jesse is a Co-op
from St. Johns High school working in
the Technology Department. Jesse is
also involved in Science Olympiad and
Business Professionals of America.

Nick Teegardin - Nick is a Co-op from
St. Johns High school working in the
Technology Department. Nick is also
involved with Basketball and Baseball.

Instructional Services New Staff
Barb Birchmeier was recently hired for the position of School Improvement Consultant. She has over
17 years of experience in education as a teacher, building administrator and most recently as the
Curriculum Director for Durand Area Schools. She will help to support the school improvement needs of
Clinton County school districts and will be a key member of the CCRESA/SRESD Instructional Services
team.
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NEW PLAYER ROSTER CONTINUED

New Special Education Department Staff
Susan Alleman is an Early Childhood
Specialist working with the Clinton
County Great Start Readiness Program
(GSRP) Consortium. Susan comes to us
on a part-time basis from Morrice Area
Schools in Shiawassee County where
she is the GSRP Director and Early
Childhood Specialist. Susan works on
behalf of four year old students in Bath
and Ovid-Elsie to help them become ready for achieving
well in school. She has over 20 years of experience in
working with early childhood programs.
Melissa Austin is a Great Start Early
Childhood Specialist living in the St.
Johns area. Melissa has a Master’s
Degree in Family Studies. She will
be working with parents to assist
their children aged birth to five years
throughout Clinton County in an effort
to provide them a great start on the
road to school success.
Eric Branch – Eric fills a Paraprofessional
vacancy at the Emotionally Impaired
program in Ovid-Elsie. Eric has a
teaching certificate and is able to
substitute teach whenever the teacher
is out. We expect that Eric will provide
a great balance on the team and be
an important male role model in this
program. Eric is married to his wife Jen
and they have two daughters, Isabelle and Irene. He enjoys
running, paintball, reading science-fiction and hanging out
with family.
Marsha Brook – Marsha was previously
employed for several years by CCRESA
as a Special Education teacher with
a great heart for working with the
adolescents in this unique program. We
are bringing her back from retirement
for this school year under the critical
shortage position in order to fill a very
recent teaching position vacancy at
Turning Point Youth Center. Marsha is highly qualified in a
critical area and certified to teach students with Emotional
Impairment.

Rhonda Dunder is an experienced
School Psychologist coming to us from
Ohio, but in her usually friendly way,
admits to being very happy not being
a Buckeye. She has a great love for the
practice of School Psychology in more
rural settings. Rhonda worked very
hard over the summer to learn all the
requirements of the CCRESA School
Psychologist team.
Susan Langendonk – Susan is our new
Orientation and Mobility Specialist
working with students challenged by
visual impairments. This is a highly
specialized position that will require part
time availability, as she also works with
Ingham ISD. Susan has considerable
experience, a great work ethic and
a take charge attitude that results in
considerable effectiveness with students. Susan runs a
horse boarding business in Laingsburg in her spare time.
She is married to Fred Barton.
Susan Rice is our first Physical Therapy
Assistant working under the direction of
Physical Therapists Beth Fox and Terra
Dodds. She works at CCRESA on a halftime basis and comes to us with a rich
experiential background.

Teisha Schmitt is a Speech and
Language Pathologist with many
ties to the area including her mother
working for St. Johns Public Schools.
Teisha impressed the veteran team
of interviewers as their unanimous
candidate of choice. Teisha has a high
level of competency after only a short
time in the practice of Speech and
Language Therapy.
Tara Thelen is our new Adaptive Physical Therapy teacher
at the Educational Center. She lives in the PewamoWestphalia Community Schools area. Tara has a strong
passion for teaching physical education, and is energetic

CCRESA STAFF CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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NEW PLAYER ROSTER CONTINUED
CCRESA STAFF, FROM PAGE 5
Brenda Woods – Brenda is an Early
Childhood Specialist working with
the Clinton County GSRP Consortium
serving Fowler, Pewamo-Westphalia,
St. Johns, and DeWitt Public Schools.
Brenda works with us part-time for this
service and also with Montcalm ISD. To
round out her busy schedule, in addition
to raising a family, Brenda also works as
an instructor for Career Connections at
CCRESA.

in her pursuit of methods that reach students with special
learning challenges.
Dana Wandle is a School Psychologist
coming to us from Eaton Educational
Service Agency. She had moved with
her family to DeWitt and very much
wanted to work and live in the same
general area. Dana is a very organized
person and brings a lot of great strategic
ideas to the Psychology team and for
the benefit of Bath Community Schools.
Laura Weiss – Laura is a recent addition
to the School Social Worker group filling
a position created by a leave granted to
Joanne Polfus. Laura is an experienced
Social Worker living in the DeWitt area.
She has adapted to many situations
including leadership positions, so she is
expected to be a great utility player.

BUSINESS OFFICE

Three Cheers For…
Three cheers for collaborative training with Genesee
Intermediate School District (ISD). On September 30,
2013 staff from Genesee ISD hosted a Pupil Accounting
in-service at CCRESA. Building principals, counselors,
secretaries, technology staff and district coordinators were
all invited to attend any of the three sessions that would

be pertinent to them. State guidelines for Pupil Accounting
has become more complex and with a major portion of
school district funding based on student counts the proper
reporting of pupils is crucial. We were pleased with the
local districts level of participation and we are appreciative
of our partnership with Genesee ISD.

Teamwork Scores Big…
Teamwork scores big with Business Office staff from
Fowler and CCRESA. Changes in Fowler’s Business Office
staffing prompted a review and discussion of their payroll
and accounts payable requirements to determine if a
collaborative effort could be made which would benefit
both organizations. Further analysis was done and it was
determined that certain procedures for Fowler’s Business
Office processes could be done. Business Office staff
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from both districts rolled up their sleeves and began the
process of transitioning to a different software platform as
well as reviewing detailed day-to-day operations to obtain
consistency between the two organization’s processes.
Work began later in the spring and in July payrolls and
account payable runs began. Thanks to the extra efforts
and expertise of the Business Office personnel from Fowler
and CCRESA the transition was a success!

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

We Support Our Team By…
Scoring Big with Data Analysis! CCRESA is in the
process of implementing a robust data warehouse
that includes student achievement, demographic,
state assessment and local assessment data in
addition to process data. The Illuminate data
warehouse system includes a computer analyzer
tool and a teacher friendly dashboard. The focus
for this year’s training includes the pilot of multiple
assessment tools for administrators and teachers
within the data warehouse software. Once
fully implemented, the CCRESA Illuminate data
warehouse will serve as an invaluable tool for a
variety of activities in the county. The data profiles
created through the warehouse will provide a
foundation of data for school improvement planning.
The reports generated from this system will be used
for professional development to create cultures of
data with school improvement teams, NCA teams
and entire staffs.
As county-wide implementation continues, every district in Clinton
County will have the opportunity to select data leaders that will be
trained on the warehouse tool so they can use the tool to analyze
and monitor local data through the warehouse. Multiple trainings will
also be held in the future for district staff including teachers from
various levels, building administrators, central office staff and office
professionals. This warehouse will be an instrumental tool for a variety
of activities such as identification of students needing summer school,
action research regarding implemented programs, accountability
appeals, focus for professional development activities, school
improvement planning and end of year awards.
Practice Makes Perfect When… CCRESA and our county school
districts work on continuous improvement using the Plan-Do-CheckAct methodology for identifying goals and monitoring progress in
achieving the goals. As part of the process, local district personnel and
CCRESA personnel from a wide spectrum of job responsibility areas
participate in identifying critical areas for growth and development
during the school improvement process. CCRESA staff works with
local districts to ensure school improvement is a process that is owned
by everyone involved in the life of the school. CCRESA will continue
to provide multiple resources to districts for school improvement
support including in-district customized school improvement coaching
and training school staff on the use of data to create, implement and
monitor school improvement activities. CCRESA will continue to offer
training and assistance in analyzing and interpreting the various results
needed for school improvement.

READER
FEEDBACK FORM
We would love your feedback on how
to make this publication valuable to you.
Please email Julie Banfield at
banfield_j@ccresa.org, call 517.668.0185,
or fax 517.668.0446 with your comments.
Article Suggestions:__________________
__________________________________
Book Suggestions:___________________
__________________________________
Important Dates:_____________________
__________________________________
Other Information:___________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
Name:_____________________________
Affiliation:__________________________
Phone Number:_____________________
Email Address:______________________
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EARLY CHILDHOOD

Prep School Expansion Operates with
New Playbook
Our students don’t all have the same starting point, but
we have to give them the best chance possible to finish
well with successful school achievement. This includes
doing all we can to give them a great start in developing
their readiness for school. We know that this contributes
greatly to school achievement because research tells us
that this is one thing that really makes a difference. The
research has been so convincing that state government
funding targeted a large expansion of resources this year
for developing readiness in at risk four year old children.
This played out in a large expansion in the number of
children to be served by the Great Start Readiness
Program (GSRP) locally.
GSRP has been around for some time, but has gone
through extensive revision recently. Regulations for how
it is implemented and monitored have greatly increased
in a very short time frame with responsibility shifting
to greater local control. Most of the responsibilities for
administering, monitoring and regulating provisions
of the grant have been transferred from the Michigan
Department of Education (MDE) to the intermediate
school district level, i.e. CCRESA in our area. Much of
last school year was spent making this shift in how to
operate and completing the foundational work continues
at a fast pace behind the scenes today. In the past, a
couple local school districts in Clinton County had a few
student slots available to them and generally provided
GSRP programming by contracting with a single private
company. They simply housed the program, turned over
the operation to the company, and relied upon MDE to
regulate it. Now responsibility for regulating it has shifted
to CCRESA while staying in regular contact with MDE.
This has required development of a consortium with the
governing board comprised of all local superintendents
including the CCRESA superintendent. In order to
comply with the updated regulations, CCRESA has hired
a part-time Financial Manager to oversee the grant,
two part-time Early Childhood Specialists to advise,
train, and formally analyze the quality of each program
and classroom, and expanded the duties of the Early
Childhood Contact between CCRESA and MDE.
GSRP remains free to all qualifying families. Within Clinton
County, the decision was made to combine the awarded
half-day slots so that the program runs full days, four
days a week. Five of the local six districts were able
to find room to house GSRP this year, but all are fully
participating. Children qualifying in Pewamo-Westphalia
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receive services in Fowler. When children showed up on
the first day of class on September 16th, there were 184
children enrolled. Where possible, Head Start qualifying
children were often blended into these classrooms as well.
In these situations, a classroom would need to meet all
of the regulations associated with both GSRP and Head
Start. Those providing classroom instruction are now
called “sub recipients” of the GSRP grant and work for
the consortium at the local level. We have three different
sub recipients this year. They are St. Johns Public Schools
for the children in St. Johns, Kids Zone II, and Head Start.
Ovid-Elsie and St. Johns each have four classrooms
with the remaining three housing districts having one
classroom each this year.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Coordination of Effort Means One
Winning Strategy For All
Every organization needs to accomplish its mission
in order to offer services that have real value for the
customers it serves. Our customers are the students of
Clinton County and everyone who potentially contributes
to their learning. It is the mission of CCRESA to lead
and support learning. An opportunity for improvement
in most of the key areas identified as necessary to
accomplish this mission has recently surfaced. This began
with an initiative to use a data warehouse in order to
work more effectively with the critical data needed to
understand what is happening with student growth in
relation to instructional practices. All superintendents
in Clinton County then decided to select Illuminate
Education, Inc. as the vendor of this mega software

work with Illuminate, the Technology Department at
CCRESA and both technology and curriculum experts
from each local school district.
About the time that this combined effort was underway,
we discovered that our billing of Medicaid school based
therapy services for students with disabilities offered us
little information that could be generated in reports of
billing activities, had become inefficient, and was more
expensive than it needed to be. Medicaid billing achieved
by CCRESA with support of Special Education staff
throughout the county involves a large sum of money
annually that can be used to benefit children with special
needs throughout the county. Other ISDs throughout
the state also recognized the problems we had, so the
company involved went out of business while we were
searching for another option.
After investigating a few options, we decided that the one
within immediate reach was the best bargain. Illuminate
Education has another mega software package that
assists Medicaid billing for agencies that become their
own billing agent. Using it was estimated to cost us no
more than what we were currently paying out. A major
advantage that became available with this option was
the fact that it contained interactive Special Education
management software integrated with it. In fact,
Special Education management software was the more
complicated of the two. After deciding on Illuminate for
Medicaid billing, we decided to also change over from
what we were currently using in Medicaid billing software.
The current tool that we use is a barebones approach
that does not stay up to date as well as Illuminate, and
is fragmented in its use throughout the county. With
the collaboration of our local districts, we plan to lead a
switch over to using Illuminate in the near future. This will
happen first in programs and services internal to CCRESA
by March 2014 and to roll out to most or all of the local
school districts for no extra charge by September 2014.

package that would then be shared by all. A data
warehouse that is used effectively would make it possible
to design student assessment tools, store assessment
data and much more effectively analyze the results of all
tests in use. In order to operationalize this massive effort,
there has been close collaboration and regular, continued

This change will require much additional collaborative
work in a continued massive technological effort, but
most of the hard part will likely be accomplished before
local school districts will need to use the new product.
The advantage when complete is that we should be able
to improve the quality of our planning work with students
substantially in the areas of greater compliance with
updated regulations and relevance to what matters most
for the students in their instructional planning.
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TECHNOLOGY

Make the Call with our Phone System
Voice communications are a critical component to the
operation for all organizations, including our operations
here at CCRESA. During a review of the voice system,
it was determined our system was in major need of
replacement.
By moving to a modern system, we have gained several
advantages. We now have the ability to better integrate
our voice and data systems for improved workplace
efficiency. We also have an increased feature set for our
employees including Caller ID, voicemail-to-email, mobile
options and multi-line conferencing. The new phone
system was deployed and is currently being utilized at
the Administrative Office and Conference Center, the
Education Center and the Office of Innovative Projects
located in DeWitt.

Our new system has also given us much greater flexibility
in facilitating voice communications. We have also been
able to enhance our capabilities while decreasing our
monthly phone rates. Overall, our new system will provide
a robust, yet cost-effective solution that will benefit
CCRESA in the short and longterm.
While there have been some
minor changes in operation
for internal users of the
system, there have been no
changes for those calling
into CCRESA. You can still
continue to contact
CCRESA at 989.224.6831.

INNOVATIVE PROJECTS

Time to Huddle at the Early On®
Annual Conference!
The 2013 Early On Conference offers the perfect
opportunity for early intervention personnel to gather,
get some clear direction, share ideas, return home and
break into action with evidence-based practices for
serving infants and toddlers with special needs and their
families. For the first time, Early On Training and Technical
Assistance is offering a full day Pre-Conference, with a

selection of four full-day sessions. The Pre-Conference
and the Conference feature national speakers, Michigan
resources, crucial topics and great opportunities for
learning. There will be special receptions for parents and
Early On Coordinators, as well as the Silent Auction to
Benefit the Early On Michigan Foundation. Come join us
November 13-15 at The Henry in Dearborn.

Making the Right Call
Did you know that CCRESA Office of Innovative Projects
operates the statewide toll-free referral line for Early On
Michigan? Staff atEarly On Public Awareness, an Innovative
Project of CCRESA, are responsible for answering the
calls of concerned parents and “primary referrals sources”
(doctor’s offices, child care providers and others) when
a young child, birth to age three, may be having trouble
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walking or talking when expected. During the 2012-13
school year, we have processed over 10,000 referrals
related to concerns about infants and toddlers. Parents
and referral sources are listening and making the right call!
Don’t Worry, But Don’t Wait. Call 1-800-EarlyOn.

CAREER EDUCATION

Career Connections Scores Big
Career Connections is scoring big with the addition of two
part-time Technology positions within the department.
(Both positions were made possible via grant funding.)
The following descriptions give an overview of the work
that will be performed to support our Career Education
students.
County-wide Career and Technical Education Online
Coordinator
The Coordinator will be working with all Career
Connections instructors as well as all locally housed State
approved Career and Technical Education (CTE) teachers
in the following areas:
•
Expansion of content specific curriculum via online
options
•
Expansion of Technology for all programs
•
Expansion of online opportunities to address the needs
of special populations
•
Expansion of online opportunities to provide challenge
to gifted students
•
Expansion of additional opportunity for core
curriculum integration into all curriculum areas

County-wide Career and Technical Education
Technology Coordinator:
The Technology Coordinator will be working with Career
Connections instructors as well as all locally housed State
approved Career and Technical Education (CTE) teachers
to research and expand the use of student electronic
devices (iPads, phones, etc.) as well as applicable content
specific applications (programs) for classroom use. The
position will also include professional development for
instructors and students on the use of the devices and
applications to expand current curriculum.

Cheers For Career
Connections Students!
Lansing Community College partners with the Career Connections program to provide area high school students with
opportunities to take specialized courses receiving high school and college credit with no cost to the student. During the
2012-13 school year, Career Connections students earned 1,342 Lansing Community College credits. The following grid lists
students and credits earned by program.

Class

Number of Students

Number of LCC Credits Earned

Allied Health

34

232

Business Management & Entrepreneurship

19

112

Construction Trades

41

283*

Criminal Justice/Corrections

35

190

Digital Media Arts

20

143*

Early Childhood Education

23

80

EMS/Fire Science

16

120

Sports Medicine

18

140

Teacher Prep

13

42

219

1342

TOTAL ENROLLMENT

*Articulated Credit
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Clinton County Regional Educational Ser vice Agency

1013 S. US 27, Suite A
St. Johns, MI 48879-2423

Playbooks For Life
Season of Life: A Football Star, a Boy, a Journey to
Manhood by Jeffrey Mark, published by Simon and
Schuster, September, 2004. A former NFL football star
and volunteer coach teach players the key to successful
defense and the true purpose of being a man of substance
and the impact it has on life.
Bring Your “A” Game: A Young Athlete’s Guide to
Mental Toughness by Jennifer L. Etnier, published by the
University of North Carolina Press, 2009. The book was
written for young athletes to help them develop skills
formed in the field of sports psychology and offers a
variety of sports suggestions on mental toughness for
teams or individuals.
A Coach’s Influence beyond the Game by Grant Teaff,
published by the American Football Coach’s Foundation,
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2011. The author explores the negative effects of changes
in society and the generosity and expertise of coach
impact. This book is a resource of best practices for
coaching and teaching.

Back to Football Genius by NFL Player Tim Green,
published by HarperCollins, July, 2007. An action-packed
novel for young readers (grades 5-8) with lots of suspense
and a hero you can root for in the world of professional
football.
The High School Sports Parents Developing Triple-Impact
Competitors by Tim Thompson, published by Balance
Sports Publishing, August, 2009. The book talks about
how to use high school sports to teach and reinforce
positive character traits. It helps parents understand that
their role as children transition into high school sports.

